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Integration is ingrained in our DNA
The building process hasn’t fundamentally changed in decades. You plan, design, build, commission and maintain. But the 
traditional model has challenges. Who takes responsibility for the interoperability, use case creation and execution, installation 
or management of all the technology systems that today’s buildings require? Without a coordinated technology convergence 
approach, networks, building, business and specialty systems can’t communicate. This leads to prolonged schedules, cost 
overruns and sub-optimized applications, systems and workflow. 

We’ve developed a smarter way to build
Johnson Controls has developed a proven, repeatable technology construction process. It’s based on our expertise, from 
more than a decade of experience integrating building, business/IT and specialty systems in a construction project or event.

It’s not enough to assess, prioritize and select your technology investments. Constructing a more optimized and efficient 
building means making informed, data-driven decisions early in the process. Testing the interoperability of the systems is 
imperative for creating the connected environment that meets your energy, technology and operational objectives. Johnson 
Controls ensures the systems we provide, and those of our Partner Ecosystem, work flawlessly on Day One — lowering the 
risk and complexity of the integrations and leading to lower installation and operating costs.
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It takes a process to fulfill a vision
Our defined Technology Contracting™ process captures the needs of the building and its occupants, and helps us to fulfill 
the future vision of what the building’s ultimate function will be. We provide design-assistance to develop a comprehensive 
technology plan to bring disparate systems together, aligning the vision for the building with technology, and creating a list  
of potential systems integrations that can achieve the identified goals. 

Integrating multiple business, specialty and building systems on a single intelligent infrastructure, we develop innovative 
workflow scenarios, technology roadmaps and long-term plans for the building that optimize operations. And to maximize 
efficiency and cost-effectiveness, we manage all network and systems subcontractors, guiding final implementation and 
taking sole responsibility for making the technology work.

The results are enhanced reliability and security of your systems and network, improved business outcomes, extension of 
system lifecycle, and solutions that can scale to accommodate business growth.

And yes, there will be a test
Our goal is to reduce the risk and complexity 
of the integrated technology required to 
meet your needs. So Johnson Controls offers 
performance assurance testing through our 
Integration Hub. This controlled test and 
development environment leverages our 
Metasys® building automation system platform 
to validate potential use cases, resulting 
in tested integrations that will maximize 
occupant productivity, safety and comfort.

The Johnson Controls Integration Hub  
lets you: 
• Test concepts, infrastructure, applications 

and technology prior to execution to 
ensure integrations are working Day One

• Provide measurement and analysis of your  
use cases

• Create tested “kits” for quick deployment
• Predict costs and actual bill of material, 

reducing risk 
• Align integration with your future  

technology roadmap

Two brains are better than one…especially engineer brains
Our Integration Hub is staffed by engineers. Highly trained, experienced IT and building management systems engineers, 
practiced at testing integration use cases and technology concepts. 

As the world’s largest supplier of commercial building services, HVAC equipment, security, fire and building control systems, 
Johnson Controls has the technology convergence experience to ensure your building’s technology environment hums.
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